UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
(Extract)

Leave rules for full-time Research Scholars – Modified - Sanctioned - Orders issued.

ACADEMIC E.VI SECTION

No.Ac.E.VI(1)/47152/2016 Dated: Thiruvananthapuram, 01/09/2016

Read: 1. U O of even number dated 04.05.2007.
3. Item No B 7 of the appendix to Item No 18.69 of the minutes of the meeting of the Syndicate held on 20.06.2016.

ORDER

As per the Orders of the Vice-Chancellor, the leave rules permissible to the Research Scholars of the Kerala University are modified as follows.

1. Medical Leave shall be granted for 60 days without fellowship in instalments if necessary.
2. Leave for attending seminars and data collection may be considered as duty leave which shall be at the discretion of Guide and Head of the Research Centre.
3. Status quo may be maintained for leave for joining spouse.
4. Leave rules of University JRF may be extended to those availing SC/ST Fellowship unless otherwise stipulated by the funding authority.

The UO read (2) above stands modified to this extend.

Orders are issued accordingly.

Sd/-
SOBHANA KUMARI.K
Deputy Registrar (Acad.II)
For Registrar

To
1. PS to VC/PS to PVC/PS to Registrar
2. Ac.E1/Ac.E.VII
3. All Research Centers/University Departments
4. Ad.FII/Budget V/The Govt. Auditor
5. Stock file/ File copy/ Office copy.

Forwarded/By Order.

Section Officer.